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oh my God
wine it up (2x)
ey
wine it up (2x)
yeah yeah

20 girls to just one man
get position
from your one number one
carry on, look healthy and strong
i broke out, puh eh now balance my hand

Chorus:

Wine, wine, wine for me baby
the wine that drives me crazy 
Tic toc, drop it wine out baby (wine it out, wine it out)
And lil gyal, you amazing.
i'm gunna Wine, wine, wine on you baby
meh bound pon to drive you crazy 
tic toc and drop it like baby, laa!

Verse: (Patrice Roberts)

man,look nuh one touch
i can show you some tricks
Like in circus 
now pay attention 
u need to focus
becuz when de,the action 
hope u can contruct
i know your eyes 
them shock and amaze
the way how i tic-tic tocking, around my waist
this is a trini wine mix
with a trini faze
just stand ova there and watch me
mash up da place

Chorus:

Wine, wine, wine for me baby
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the wine that drives me crazy 
Tic toc, drop it wine it out baby (wine it out, wine it out)
And lil gyal, you amazing.
im gunna Wine, wine, wine on you baby
meh bound pon to drive you crazy 
tic toc and drop it for me like baby, laa!

Verse 1:(Mr. Vegas)

me love them red skin girl
nah not the same thing......
meh say dem like....
now get them red red wine
get me them red red wine
them want missy...
she answer ah from deli
she took out de white tee
sexy nitey and gave me white white wine
she nearly kill me

Chorus: 

Wine, wine, wine for me baby
the wine that drives me crazy 
Tic toc, drop it like it out baby
And lil gyal, you amazing.
im gunna Wine, wine, wine on you baby
meh bound pon to drive you crazy 
tic toc and drop it for me like baby, laa!

20 girls to just one man
anywhere we go and me girls ah program
carry on, look healthy and strong
i broke out, puh eh now balance my hand

(Repeat Chorus)
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